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in I8I6.1 Lung diseases were common; the first factory Health.
fever appeared in Manchester In 1784; the promiscuity of
workshops and dormitories was widespread; foremen and
overseers were often tyrannical, and children grew up with
crooked backs, mutilated limbs and unhealthy faces. Yet
It is doubtful whether conditions In the factory were worse
than in the cottage, overcrowded with Its looms, Its mules and
Its jennies, and it is Improbable that hours of labour were
longer.
The history of the woollen Industry is different, and
machinery was Introduced much less rapidly than in the
cotton Industry, The woollen manufacture was more
scattered and new Ideas and methods were adopted more
slowly. For technical reasons machinery was less easily
applicable to woollen than to cotton processes. The woollen the
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manufacturers also were more conservative and cautious industry
than the progressive cotton manufacturers of Lancashire
and Cheshire, The woollen industry was an ancient one, moreslowly-
and was fettered by established tradition and national
restriction. Geographical advantages, particularly the
proximity of water supplies, favoured the development of
the Yorkshire woollen industry, but these advantages did
not make the continued competition of the West Country
impossible. For the decline of the West Country clothing
trade the opposition of the clothiers to change was largely
responsible. * The progress of the industry in general was
retarded by tie absence of any rapidly expanding source of
supply of raw material, for had machinery been extensively
used earlier, the home supply of wool would have been
quite Inadequate; | the Napoleonic War seriously Interfered
with European supplies, and Australian wool was not im-
ported to any extent before 1815.
At the beginning of the century the spinning and weaving its   t    _
of wool were perhaps more diffused over the whole country at the m
than any other industry, but there were three chief woollen 0| ^^mg
areas, the West Country, Yorkshire and Norfolk.    In the centary"
West •Country, Industry was organised on a capitalist basis,
production was on a large scale and specialisation was more
1 Mantoux, p. 485 -w.

